Sevenoaks Greensand Commons Project
Consultation Survey Results

May – September 2017
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Introduction
In preparation for the Stage 1 Heritage Lottery Application

We also had quite a few people who having attended a

(HLF) for the Greensand Commons Project there has

walk on their local common that were then keen to join

been an enormous amount of work undertaken in the

other consultation walks on other commons. It is been

gathering information on what local people and

great to see that people have enjoyed the walks so much

organisations have told us is needed. During the

and it has created a real interest generated a desire to visit

Development Stage these ideas and peoples thoughts

the wider suite of project sites.

have been further explored.
This has been undertaken by carrying out a survey

The consultation has also been promoted at public
events in each of the three cluster areas of commons;

which has been distributed to approximately 2,500

Westerham to the west, at their May Day Beating of the

properties close to the project sites, as well as being

Bounds Event; in Seal to the east at the Romshed Open

available online and at libraries. This was backed up with

Farm Day, and also at the Underriver Village Festival; and

individual commons walkabouts on each of the 8

central Sevenoaks sites in the town centre at the

commons in July and August, with follow up walkabouts,

Sevenoaks Town Council Charity Fair, and also at Knole

again on all 8 commons, in September.

Park where in addition to consultation and various

On the walks we have had a mix of people some of

activities, we also trialled a joint walk with National Trust

whom have known the commons for years and many who

Volunteer walk leaders taking in Knole Park and Fawke

had never visited the commons before.

Common.
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159 people have completed the consultation survey.

Thank you to everyone who has contributed to this

A great outcome has been that 73% of these were

process.

interested in receiving further information about the
project. A number of individuals have also agreed to

The information gathered through this will inform the Stage

contribute to commons friends of groups, stating what

2 HLF funding application that will be made to the Heritage

skills and knowledge they could bring to such a group.

Lottery Fund in March 2017.

As consultation forms have been distributed either
via leafleting or at public events, and generally being in

Further details of the project can be found at:

and around the commons there has been an

http://www.kentwildlifetrust.org.uk/sevenoaks-greensand-

overwhelming interest in seeing the Sevenoaks

commons

Greensand Commons Project as an opportunity to make
sensitive and appropriate improvements to the Commons.
Also encouraging is the interest in community
engagement, including the provision of education for
children and young people, building on, supporting and
broadening local interest in these fantastic sites.
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Total Responses

159

Complete Responses: 159
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Q1: What is your interest in the outdoors? Please indicate all that apply:
Answered: 156
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Skipped: 3

Q1: What is your interest in the outdoors? Please indicate all that apply:
Answered: 156
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Skipped: 3

Q1: What is your interest in the outdoors? Please indicate all that apply:
Answered: 156

Skipped: 3

Other (please specify)
Geology

My wellbeing and exercise

Field Sports

Live there.

and archaeology

Scout meetings

Live in Hosey Common

Used to be a walker

I have children, so anything that keeps them interested on a
walk. Nature, balancing logs, animals, 'wild' natural parks.

Family time, horse riding and cycling in safe offroad areas esp any with circular and figures of 8 routes, with children

Peace and quiet

Conservation

Questions 1, 2 and 3 • We have been walking some of the
commons occasionally for at least 40 years. Since moving
to the Stone Street/Bitchet Green area 11 years ago we
have walked our more local commons every day.

Entertain grandchildren

I live here

Birding

All apply

Birding

Resident
Runner
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"Permaculture" influence
Writing on commons

Q2: Which Commons have you visited? Please indicate all that apply:
Answered: 159
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Skipped: 0

Q2: Which Commons have you visited? Please indicate all that apply:
Answered: 159
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Skipped: 0

Q3: How often do you use the Commons? Please circle one choice.
Answered: 145
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Skipped: 14

Q3: How often do you use the Commons? Please circle one choice.
Answered: 145
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Skipped: 14

Q4: What aspect of the Commons do you currently enjoy or do not enjoy?
Please indicate all that apply.
Answered: 147
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Q4: What aspect of the Commons do you currently enjoy or do not enjoy?
Please indicate all that apply.
Answered: 147
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Skipped: 12

Q4: What aspect of the Commons do you currently enjoy or do not enjoy?
Please indicate all that apply.
Answered: 147

Skipped: 12

Other (please specify)
I use the bridleways for cycling (MTB) . In many places
these are almost impassable, which is not good for the
horse riders either. Path MR425 is a great example of how it
should be done. I would like to see more of the paths allow
cycling. There is no problem with mixed use, people just
need to be courteous. Paths are not heavily used so there
really is no problem to allow cycling on more of these paths.
Clearing scrub around ancient trees, not everywhere. I
would like to see path improvements in some areas i.e.
steep slopes
History and archaeology of them
New trackways for all users not just walkers
I dislike the rubbish and dog poo
I like the flora especially - I also visit more in summer
Only slight improvement to tracks and paths please
I like both dark wooded and open views - perhaps a more
'mixed' approach would be good. Some paths very good some overgrown.
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Only sometimes difficult to find way around. Only some
improvement to paths and trackways. Questions4a and 4b •
Our observations indicate that the commons are very
heavily used by walkers, dog walkers, riders and cyclists,
most of whom seem to drive to the area. • On the whole we
feel that the commons are fine as they are but some
discrete way-marking and management for the benefit of
wildlife might be an improvement. Some of the bridleways in
particular become very deep and muddy in winter so
walkers have made alternative paths in places. Perhaps the
worst stretches could be redone to improve the surface?
Some management in order to establish habitats to
encourage a wider range of flora and fauna would be of
benefit. • Leaflets to explain the history, use, ownership and
management of the commons, as well as the geology, flora
and fauna of the area and its conservation significance
might be welcome. Details of circular walks might also be
given. Leaflets could be displaced in discreet dispensers at
strategic points and be available for a nominal charge.
Guided walks may be an option too.

Q4: What aspect of the Commons do you currently enjoy or do not enjoy?
Please indicate all that apply.
Answered: 147

Skipped: 12

Other (please specify)
Consideration of the following might be useful:- Minimal
sensitive management to maintain peace & quite for wildlife
- Low key renovation & marking of paths with leaflets/map
available - Avoidance of 'events' causing influx of visitors
along narrow lanes already dangerous, with traffic of all
sorts, and with little parking available. – Selected areas for
clearance (however achieved) for special flora/fauna would
need protection from visitors & especially their dogs which
currently appear to be largely off leads & out of control.
Limited surface improvements would benefit all users
Horse riders need access
I do not enjoy the increasing use of the footpaths by cyclists
So much of Sevenoaks common is shrubland that I cannot
easily walk in it.
Walk between commons via other land such as National
trust. Knole
Taking photos
Request for improved signage on tracks and pathways
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I dislike that sometimes paths & tracks are too overgrown to
walk down
No more unnecessary signs. Leave the present diversity of
woodland. leave views and paths as they are
Better access for multiple users. As a walker and jogger I
like to meet riders and cyclists as it is reassuring to meet
others esp when I am alone. j do not agree with
unnecessary segregating paths for different users on
commons, only where absolutely necessary. As a rider I find
many areas so limited as there is an absence of safe
circular offroad paths in the whole South east. As a cyclist
you feel unwelcome, but my children cannot ride on roads
and there is little choice for families with bikes that provides
pleasant rides (perimeters of public parks are not
appealing). As a walker I have greater freedom, but I can't
use it as it is hard to cover the ground in the time I have
free.
I like the fact that paths & tracks are not made 'smart' like
some parkland

Q4: What aspect of the Commons do you currently enjoy or do not enjoy?
Please indicate all that apply.
Answered: 147

Skipped: 12

Other (please specify)
Now that I know about them I will use them. More wildlife
and info about wildlife.
Re wildlife and natural history - butterflies and moths
We use the commons principally to walk dogs.
Would like to be able to ride over more of it
The fear of coming across out of control dogs. Or rather,
rubbish dog owners.
"PROW" safety
I would like to be able to locate the tower on Hosey
Common and lookout points to observe nature.
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Q5: How do you think the commons should be managed or improved?
Please indicate any / all that apply.
Answered: 155
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Q5: How do you think the commons should be managed or improved?
Please indicate any / all that apply.
Answered: 155
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Q5: How do you think the commons should be managed or improved?
Please indicate any / all that apply.
Answered: 155

Skipped: 4

Other (please specify)
I do not think paths necessarily need *widening*, just the
surfaces improved where drainage is poor e.g. Carter's Hill
bridleway. Path MR425 has been done very well; this is a
good example of how the surfaces can be improved. Please
do NOT use sand (as has been done on Raspit hill), this
does not make it any easier to use.

Where appropriate only for widening

Anything done with a light touch. Possibly carry out guided
tours, possibly events & activities. Question 5 • The table of
advantages and disadvantages are noted but I feel that the
methods depend upon the circumstances and the advice of
experienced personnel. However from the point of a user: • I
feel that the question of whether or not to use hand
machines for management is not straightforward and feel
that there is a need for a sensible and pragmatic balance
between available resources and the best possible
ecological outcome irrespective of whether automated or
hand methods are used for a specific task. • I feel that
grazing of some of the areas by livestock may contribute to
biodiversity and we would be pleased to see this if it is
considered appropriate by wildlife advisors. Gates are not a
particular issue for us.

Widen - where appropriate only.

See above

Wider ways would be especially useful for people/families
with buggies. Opening spaces as walking with a 2&4 year
old is difficult with no pavements on roads in between the
woods with cars that drive too fast.

Limited surface improvements and selective improved
drainage of existing boggy paths

Improve views where there is one, i.e. viewing spots. Do not
open up footpaths/bridleways as then it is too hot in
summer.
Scrape mud off paths - it is solid underneath
Clear fallen trees from footpaths
Maybe guided walks and maybe bat walks etc.
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Q5: How do you think the commons should be managed or improved?
Please indicate any / all that apply.
Answered: 155

Skipped: 4

Other (please specify)
Small info boards with scannable links to web pages
containing information about the area would be good. Also
new info boards at the entrances to the commons
More Bridleways required
I would like the rapidly increasing use of the commons by
off-road cyclists to be controlled. I am unhappy about their
use of the commons; they have caused the rapid widening
of existing footpaths and in a short time created many new
paths, even building jumps and ramps. In my view the
activity is causing erosion, is intrusive for plant and animal
life and is a safety hazard for walkers, dogs or children. I
would like the law regarding cyclists' use of the commons to
be clarified; do they indeed have the right to cycle on the
commons anywhere, or just on bridleways? If they should
not by right be cycling on footpaths at all this needs to be
enforced.
Remove quite a lot of the scrub, weed/tree clearance whilst
also leaving general feeling of woodland
and drainage in wet spots [referring to footpaths]
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Remove invasive and controlled species. Control
undergrowth where it obstructs paths. Tidy and repair car
parks, provide and empty litter bins. Provide better surface
where paths flood / deep mud. .
More information to be available- I did not know there were
organised walks until I got tis today (19/07) when some of
the walks had already happened.
Put a different surface on some of the paths, as some have
become unsuitable for riding on. More suitable surfaces
would be sand, grass or just soil. Some of these paths have
stones on them.
All suggestions sound good! (But I have never visited).
Whatever the experts feel is right
Improve access for different and shared user groups to all
commons.
Give more access to horse riders.
Knowledge of commons

Q6: There are a variety of methods for carrying out management, all with
advantages and disadvantages. Please indicate which of the following
reflects your views.
Answered: 155
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Skipped: 4

Q6: There are a variety of methods for carrying out management, all with
advantages and disadvantages. Please indicate which of the following
reflects your views.
Answered: 155
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Skipped: 4

Q7: Use of pedestrian and equestrian gates can be necessary if livestock
are used. Would you...
Answered: 152
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Q7: Use of pedestrian and equestrian gates can be necessary if livestock
are used. Would you...
Answered: 152
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Q8: Would you be interested in volunteering, with training as needed?
Please indicate all that apply.
Answered: 68
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Q8: Would you be interested in volunteering, with training as needed?
Please indicate all that apply.
Answered: 68
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Skipped: 91

Q8: Would you be interested in volunteering, with training as needed?
Please indicate all that apply.
Answered: 68

Skipped: 91

Other (please specify)
I am experienced in Excel & have used Access so would be
interested in Database set up & maintenance.
No sorry already committed elsewhere
and survey plants
Helping - just not sure where. Perhaps designing better
forms.
I already do occasional fallen tree clearance as a quick and
expedient method of keeping the paths open
I was a teacher (English, Drama, Rowing Coach and Head
of the School Voluntary Service Unit) at a local boys' school
for many years before bringing up my own children. I was a
volunteer mentor of a troubled teen. I am fit, a regular
walker with a good knowledge of local footpaths and a
reasonable knowledge of flora and fauna.
Practical art related projects i.e. painting/drawing
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Survey of birds
Entomologist - bioblitz, etc
Practical work, but only where I benefit as a cyclist and
equestrian. Current commons friends groups are all biased
towards ramblers and walkers and I have no interest in
working for this aim, walkers are over catered for already,
its family cyclists and equestrians who are currently
unreasonably discriminated against.
Looking after bridle passes.
No time at the moment
Willing hands, able bodied, tasking needed
Not on a regular basis due to time pressure.

Q9 What further information would you like?
Answered: 14 Skipped: 145
Plans to allow off road cycling on more of the paths.
I have just graduated with a degree in Environmental Studies & would like to build up a bank of volunteering experiences to start to give something
back to nature.
Maps of all of the local common land to be easily available and downloadable
How will the existing horse rider access be affected - by long term custom and practice many paths are ridden in addition to the statutory bridleways
Any historical information compiled on the use of the commons
Any dates for any action
Would like to volunteer as a whole family
e-mail update
Additional to Q.7 re gates "Would like to understand more".
n/a
Details of routes/improvements
N/a
Contacts
Send us S.R. volunteering details. Also willing to help out with letter drops / consultation.
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Q10 Please use this space to make any further comments you wish.
Answered: 46

Skipped: 113

The commons are exceptionally beautiful and important areas for
everyone to enjoy. A small amount of work improving
impassable muddy paths would go a long way. There is no real
reason that cycling must only be allowed on paths suitable for
horse riding (which need more clearance).
I like to walk my dog off lead which is not possible where
livestock is present
These areas are great locations for walking and cycling and are
great ways to keep fit whilst enjoying the countryside. I’d like to
see ‘off road’ cycling welcomed at the commons.
Ludicrously insufficient space for more comments. This project is
very dumbed-down, is outside the powers of SDC, will not solve
the vast catalogue of problems associated with the commons
(largely due to SDC's neglect of Statutory Duty over decades),
and will largely benefit Kent Wildlife Trust, not the public for
whom the commons are dedicated for recreation, and no other
purpose.
S.V.O NT Volunteer and Park Walker
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Proper signage of the footpaths are essential
I mainly use the woods. A key attraction to me is the 'natural'
condition of the woods. I understand management is necessary
and some paths and trails need better drainage, however these
paths should not become 'sanitised'.
Livestock will limit who can use the space.
We missed all the local organized walks but have been walking
around Crockham Hill and Westerham for more than 30 years.
We do not like to feel that they will become manicured or overly
managed.
Stop people adjacent to the commons tipping garden waste and
therefore killing off the plants and orchids
It would be great to have a children's 'wild' playground this
side/end of town Please!! All natural wood no plastic obviously!
Please note form received 13th July - difficult to attend walks in
the past!

Q10 Please use this space to make any further comments you wish.
Answered: 46

Skipped: 113

Don't know enough about the management methods for the Scrub,
weed clearance methods to comment
I think that dogs on the common present a real management problem
as most (probably 90+%) of people we encounter whilst out walking
ha dogs with them. Over the years we have had bites, knee injuries
and tripping incidents as well as the more nuisance yapping round
and jumping-up. Asking owners to keep their dogs on a lead if their
pets don’t come to heel reliably is often just met with a torrent of
abuse. We have been told that they are “not your woods – why
should I?” and that we should “walk in Knole Park as they require
dogs on leads there” Because of this we are always on edge, avoid
certain areas and carry a dog deterrent. I have to say that a few dog
owners are very pleasant with well-behaved animals which respond
well to their owners. We are not anti-dog by any means, we have had
dogs of our own in the past and we appreciate that they can make
excellent companions on a walk … it’s just that commons are very
heavily used and that requires an appreciation of the needs of other
users; good will, courtesy and consideration in such a crowed area!
However we appreciate that safety of users is not part of the KWT
questionnaire and is probably the responsibility of Sevenoaks DC.
The other problem of more relevance to KWT is that ranging dogs
(very much natural hunters) in such large numbers can be
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devastating to young dwelling wildlife. I’m not sure how this could be
managed but various outdoor organisations have produced codes of
conduct for dog walkers, including a request that dogs be kept on leads
from March to July in important wildlife areas. (The leaflets include the
responsibilities of the dog owners to other open space uses too). Maybe
patrols or a conduct for dog owners might be included in the suggested
guide? See the sections relating to dogs in public places, in Natural
England’s ‘Countryside Code’ leaflet. Also the Kennel Club, The National
Farmers Union, The Ramblers Association, the National Trust, the RSPCA
etc. all provide similar guidance for dog owners. We hope all of this helps.
Don't be so organising - just leave us in peace. Sevenoaks Town Council
do a good job of looking after Sevenoaks Common. This is all a waste of
money.
The plants and animals' continued existence & welfare depends on these
valuable commons and will be lost if the commons are made too attractive
to visitors. Careful management to prioritise the environment for the wildlife
is essential. Disturbance by people attending events, picnics, walking
groups, cyclists, noisy & out of control dogs will turn the commons into
parks for people rather than areas of safety for rare and endangered
wildlife.

Q10 Please use this space to make any further comments you wish.
Answered: 46

Skipped: 113

All paths can be made enjoyable for all users to use if some surface
and drainage improvements are made
While management by livestock sounds an attractive idea, I
appreciate the natural feel of entering and leaving the unfenced &
ungated commons which contrasts well with the usual gated/fenced
fields one usually encounters.
I believe the woods are beautiful and unspoiled as they are and
should remain so. However, they do get extremely overgrown and
access to footpaths can be difficult.
Please refer to my comments about cyclists in section 5
I have not visited the commons for many years. improvements must
be sensitively done. I would appreciate knowing what is planned,
perhaps in a Sevenoaks Chronicle. email even better. Sadly my
volunteering days are over - as is my ability to walk in the commons
- or ride, as I used to - but hope they will be cared for so others may
enjoy them in the future. Sorry i couldn't manage any of the events. I
do wish you every success.
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Please be aware of the great need for off-road access for horse
riders
I have not visited the commons for many years. improvements must
be sensitively done. I would appreciate knowing what is planned,
perhaps in a Sevenoaks Chronicle. email even better. Sadly my
volunteering days are over - as is my ability to walk in the commons
- or ride, as I used to - but hope they will be cared for so others may
enjoy them in the future. Sorry i couldn't manage any of the events. I
do wish you every success.
There are quite a number of arrogant cyclists illegally using
woodland paths, very dangerous. They are often abusive.
We have a neighbour who would be interested in leading a walking
party. He is self employed as a landscape gardener- would be very
happy to be trained but would need to be compensated in some way.
1) I feel that there should be more in the way of seating.2) Dogs
should be kept on leads where there is livestock grazing. 3) Signs
should be more clearer to follow.

Q10 Please use this space to make any further comments you wish.
Answered: 46

Skipped: 113

Addition of dog-poo bin at Farley Common has been great - perhaps
another one by the road? I love the common and woods, being natural
and just the common cut a couple of times a year. I would not like the
area to become too formalised.
Heathland is rare in Kent and under pressure from development and
degradation in the South East. Opportunities to remove non-ancient
woodland to allow regeneration should be identified and pursued.
More information to be available- I did not know there were organised
walks until I got tis today (19/07) when some of the walks had already
happened.

I am very sorry I can't make any of the walks. I am a carer for my
husband who is in a wheelchair. Otherwise I would get much more
involved and am all for preserving the natural world.
It's great that you doing some work in the area.
1-Prevent riders using paths that are NOT designated as bridleways.
2- Prevent cars driving into woodland & damaging tracks/paths
through woods. 3- Look at ways to reduce the on going problem of
Fly-tiping. 4-Increase number of dog waste bins.
Respondent lives in London and has skipped most of the questions.

If you improve the commons for more people to use them, their
present peace and beauty will be destroyed. Unnecessary interference
with nature and unneeded work creation at rate payers cost.

Yes to improvements but gradually and in moderation.

I live right by the edge of one of the commons. We do not want fences,
cattle or unnecessary machines. Sevenoaks Common is the
responsibility of Sevenoaks Town Council.

June / July use weekly. Friday eve 7-9 20 scouts. Also Explorers - 15
(further words illegible)

I love the commons and am amazed by how few people use them.
There were once working environments and as such require
management.
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No mention of waterways

Might be interested in joining a friends group, but not setting it up.
Don't have strong views on management - prefer to go with what (e.g.)
Kent Wildlife would recommend. Could only help sporadically.

Q10 Please use this space to make any further comments you wish.
Answered: 46

Skipped: 113

I would love to see more bridle paths.
Drying out woodland/ better paths for horse riders. Our roads are
getting too dangerous.
I'm involved with the friends of the Long Pond in Westerham, it would
be good to exchange views / information and cooperate.
Great initiative, well worth supporting
Additional comment for Q.6 re grazing and fencing - "Strongly
disagree - unless within the law". Also happy to write and give talks on
Commons History.
Suggest you also consider "Bee Watch" activities - Google Bee watch
and Bumblebee conservation for further info. Can be done on an
individual or group basis.
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Q11 Which group are you part of when particpating in this survey e.g.
Scouts (if applicable)?
Answered: 44

Skipped: 115

Knole Event - SVO
None
Local residents
Scouts and Air Cadets
riding club
none yet but will be
walk on 18th July Sevenoaks common
White Hart Residents Association
18th July planned but in end couldn't due to kids.
Walk - July 2017
N/A
Private individual making extensive use of all the
commons, mostly on foot but also on horseback
Bridleway group, Riding club and British Horse
Society

Ramblers

Friends of the Long Pond Westerham

British Horse Society

Scouts

Westerham Ramblers

Health Walk Leaders lunch

Sevenoaks Common

Walk Leader

Horsey Common Walk

Swanley

Two

Walk Leader

Kent Field Club

Swanley

leaflet delivered too late to participate

Swanley Health Walks

Butterfly conservation trust, KWT

SDC Health walks

Scouts

Hartley Health Walk

Westerham Scouts

Farley Common Walk 15/06/2017

n/a

Farley Common Walk 15/06/2017

British Horse Society
Sevenoaks riding club

Local resident to Seal Chart woods

None

Friends of the Earth

Horse rider
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Q12 What is your post code?
Answered: 124

TN13
SE3
TN15
TN13
TN13
TN15
TN16
TN15
TN8
TN16
TN13
TN13
TN16
TN14
TN13
TN8
TN11
TN16
Tn16
TN13
TN14
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Skipped: 35

TN13
tn14
TN13
TN8
TN16
TN13
TN13
DA1
ME2
BR5
TN16
TN15
TN13
TN13
TN15
Rh1
TN15
TN15
TN16
TN16
TN13

TN13
TN13
TN16
TN8
TN16
TN15
TN16
TN16
TN16
ME8
TN13
TN16
TN8
TN16
TN16
TN13
TN13
TN15
TN15
TN15
TN15

TN15
N6
TN13
TN13
TN13
DA13
TN15
UB6
W14
TN14
TN11
BR2
BR3
TN16
TN16
TN16
TN16
TN16
TN16
TN16
TN16

TN16
TN14
TN16
CR6
TN16
RH89
TN16
BR2
BR4
Br6
TN13
TN13
TN13
TN15
ME20
TN15
TN15
TN15
TN13
Tn8
Br67ts

TN9
TN13
Tn11
TN2
TN8
TN16
TN16
TN16
TN16
BR6
TN16
TN16
BR8
TN13
TN13
BR8
DA3
BR8
TN16

Q13: Please indicate your gender.
Answered: 137
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Q13: Please indicate your gender.
Answered: 137
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Q14: Please tell us your age range.
Answered: 148
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Q14: Please tell us your age range.
Answered: 148
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Q15: Do you consider yourself to have a disability?
Answered: 140
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Q15: Do you consider yourself to have a disability?
Answered: 140
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Q16: Which ethnicity best describes you.
Answered: 145
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Q16: Which ethnicity best describes you.
Answered: 145
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Skipped: 14

Q17: Do you wish to be kept informed about the Greensand Commons
Project?
Answered: 126
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Skipped: 33

Q17: Do you wish to be kept informed about the Greensand Commons
Project?
Answered: 126
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Skipped: 33

Again thank you to everyone who has contributed to this process.
Further details of the project can be found at: http://www.kentwildlifetrust.org.uk/sevenoaks-greensand-commons
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